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An embedding of an arbitrary centred law p in a Brownian motion (that is a stopping time T 
and a Brownian motion B such that Z(B,) = p and (BlnT; t 2 0) is ui) is found such that I3F 
has a law which dominates that of MT, where the pair (M, T) is any other ui embedding of p in 
a martingale. 
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Doob’s V-‘-inequalities for non-negative sub-martingales are now part of the folklore 
of the theory of stochastic processes. It is well known that the constant p/( p - 1) 
appearing in 
IbP Sllp~ (PAP- 1)) SUPIISII, (1.1) 
f t 
is best possible; but, as Pitman ( 1980) pointed out, equality in ( 1 .l ) is only attained 
in the case of the trivial submartingale S = 0. Given this dichotomy it is clear that 
more information about the law of S than just its moments needs to be used. Using 
the fact that every non-negative submartingale can be written as the modulus of a 
martingale we may clearly restrict attention to the case where S = 1 
In this note we prove the following theorem. 
Suppose (St: t 2 0) is a non-negative 3.4 
a martingale. ejne 
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and ,c$+ and &_ the left-inverses of ++ and @_ respectively then 
P(ess sup S, 3 A) s sup min(l, i-c,(,++(h )) + ~,(,&-(h ))). 
rzo r=o 
(1.3) 
In particular if the paths of S are continuous on the right with left limits (cadlag) and 
S is uniformly integrable (ui) then 
P(eupS,~h)~min(l,F(~+(h))+~c(~-(h))) (14) . 
tao 
where p, fi, & and & are derived as in (1.2) from the law of M,. The proof of this 
is just a trivial extension of the proof of the Blackwell- Dubins theorem (Blackwell and 
Dubins (1963)). 
Theorem 2. Given an integrable distribution p with mean b and a Brownian motion 
(81; t>O) with Bo= b there exists a stopping time r such that (B,, ?; t > 0) is ui, 
P(supI~OIB,,,~~h)=min(l,~(&+(A))+~(&(A))) and the law of BT is g; so that 
inequality (1.4) is best possible. 
In a subsequent paper (Jacka (1987)) the - xi;thsr uses Theorems 1 and 2 to establish 
the best constants Cp appearing in 
EM% c,IIM,l), (P’ I) 
(M an arbitrary ui, cadlag martingale) via the associated Lagrangian problem: 
find sup lEAB$ -A plBT)P. 
7 
. Notatio 
We assume that S = IMI and M is a ui martingaie (this is clearly true if S is ui). 
Given any integrable law p on R define 
p(x) = Ill@, xl, F(x) = PC% 4, 
s(p) - sup{x: F(x) > 0}, i(p) = inf{x: p(x) > 0}, 
I -x9 
m(p)=inf{x: ii(x)+} 
and the left inverses of c,5+ and &_: 
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Note that if X is a random variable with law p then $+(p; x) = iE[X 1 X 2 x] an$ 
UP; x) = -lE[X IX s x]. Finally if !?a t dp = b define the law G by fi[x, oo) = 
p[x+ b, 00) and define i(x), g(x), $+, &, t(p), i”(p) in a corresponding manner. 
We shall need the following lemma (in what follows, where there is no danger 
of confusion, we shall suppress the argument y). 
Lemma 3. (i) &?)a$, p(m)>& 
( 1 ii 
. . . 
( ) 111 
( ) iv 
( ) V 
( 1 vi 
( ) vii 
Proof. 
results 
( ) ii 
(iii) 
. 
( ) 
;:, 
( ) vi 
(vii) 
J/+ is increasing and left-continuous whilst 3/_ is decreasing and fight- 
continuous. 
J+ 2 J- on g(x) S 6(x-), J+ S J_ on jZ(x+) 2 c(x). 
J+S&_. on (XC&), J++. on (x>rG). 
0 = limx+-a, J+(x) = lim,,, 6-(x). 
&+o#+, 9-o&-, $+Q$+, $-od- --- ape all dominated by the identity on their 
domains. 
J+(x)=++(x+b)-6, $_(x)=Jj_(x+b)+b. 
Most of these results are obvious and proofs will only be indicated. Most 
will only be proved for #+ and fi. 
q+(x) = j: t dp/fi(x) which is a ratio of left continuous functions. e+(x) = 
lE[X 1 X 2 x] so is increasing. 
Taking a r.v. X with law $, O=[EX=IEXl~x,,)+lEXl~x,,)=~(x)~+(x) 
+g(x-)$_(x-). Suppose 6(x-)ag(x) then 
6-b-> =+&J+(x)G J+(x). 
On x < 5, %(x+) 2 $(&) 2$*;(x) s $+F(x) s p(x+) and now use (iii). 
lim x+__ao $+(x) = IEX = 0. 
This is a property of left-inverses, 
i ( ) +x = J:td~(t) J:tMt+b) E(x) = p(x+b) 
= J:+b (z - b) d~(d 
~(x-W 
J:++b 2 dlu(z) _ b 
=fi(x+b) 
=#+(x+b)-b. 
This is essentially the proof of Theorem 3(a) in !nckwell and Dubins (1963). We 
recall Doob’s ineqluality for ui discrete time submartingales (S,) (Doob (1953, 
p. 314)): 
A (3.0 
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By taking skeletons (S,; ; n 2 3) for increasing sequences (tr; n 3 1) with the mesh 
of (ty; n 3 1) decreasing to zero we may deduce, for a ui submartingale (S,; ? 2 0), 
that 
P(ess sup St 3 A) s r 
3 
S,dP. 
I (esssup,S,3A) 
Applyinb 4.2) to the ui (sub-)martingales M and -M we obtain 
hP(M~‘SA)S McodP, 
(M&-h) 
(32) 
(3 3) . 
(3 4) . 
where 
Mz’ = ess sup _M,Ms’ = ess sup t-M,). 
I I 
We may deduce from (3.3) and (3.4) respectively that 
P(M:‘~A)=+(d,(A)l, (3.5) 
P(*M~‘~A)~jL(&_(A))_ (3.6 j 
For suppose that (3.5) does not hold then p = P( Mgb A) > p@+(A)), so 
(3.7) 
Define x = sup{ U: fi( u) 2 p}, since jZ is left-continuous F(x) 2 p and since F is 
decreasing ++( A ) > x. 
Now we may take a set F c 544 such that F c (M, = x) and P(F) =p -p(x+) 
(if necessary enlarge 9& with an independent uniform [0, l] random variable). Then 
clearly 
P(Fu(M,>x)j=p 
and 
ApS MadPs 
I 
M*dP 
(lb2’;b-h) Fu(M,>x) 
=x[P-cl(x+)l+lii(x+)~+(x+). (3.8) 
Since x < @+(A ), x s ++(x+) < A, so the RHS of (3.8) is strictly less than Ap giving 
a contradiction. Inequality (3.6) is deduced in a similar manner. 
Now observe that 
(+I cov !&=A)Gmin(l, P(M~‘~A)+P( 
so that 
(3.9) 
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To obtain (1.3) apply (3.9) to the ui submartingales (Si; s > 0) = (S,,,; s 2 0) and 
use monotone convergence. 
To obtain (1.4) apply (3.9) in the case where S is cadlag (so that ess sup, S, = 
SW S,). 
The main tool used to prove Theorem 2 is due to Azema and Yor (1978a). 
Theorem 4. Let (B,; t 3 0) be a Brownian motion started at 0; given a cent], rl law p 
dejfne q+(x) = @+(p; x); then, letting T = inf{t 3 0: supsG, B, a ++(B,)}, 
(i) the law of B, is p, 
(ii) (B,,,T, t 30) is ui, 
(iii) P(sup, B,A7 2 A) = fi( &(A)j. 
We shall also need the following result. 
Lemma 5. Define x* = inf{x: q%+(x) 3 &_(x- i). -Ben we have 
(i) k, = ++(x*+) 2 qk_(x*) = k2, 
(ii) k3 = ++(x*) s e-(x*-) = I&. 
Define k to be the positive root of 
(k-x*)(k+b)=2kfi(x*)(#+(x*)-x*), 
where b is the mean of p; then 
(iii) k,vk+k<k,hk4, 
(iv) 2kl(k+ b&(x*+) < 1; 2k/(k - bjfi(x”-j s 1. 
Proof. (ii) This follows from the definition of x* and left continuity of ++ . 
(i) #+(x*+)= lim $+ x*+l fl*oO ( ) n 
1 
2 lim e/L x*+-- 
n-+oo ( ) n 
since $_ is decreasing) 
= e-(x*) (by right continuity of I,!L). 
(iii j Defirx 
(4.1) 
fi(tj=(t-x*j(t+b), $2(f) = 2tp(x*)(+,(x*j -x*). 
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First note that fi(x*)++(x*) -_cL(x*--)+-(x* -) = 6 so that p(x*) = (k,+ b)/(k,+ k3) 
and so 
h(t)=2t+$(k3-x*). 
4 3 
NQW 
I 
43 
fi(x*)( $+(x”) - x”) = (t-x*)dp 
x* 
I 
a3 
= (t-x”) dp = $(x*+)($+(x”+) -x*) 
X*+ 
k,+b 
FL----(’ 
k,+k, ‘* -x*), 
so that 
h(t)=2ts(k2-x*). 
2 1 
C 
(4 4 . 
(4 3) . 
Finally note that (a +- x)/( C f x) is increasing if b 2 a and decreasing if 6 s u. Now 
h(S)=2k3~(k3-x*)22~3~(~~2-x*) (since 6s k3) 
4 3 3 
=fi(k3) 
so k 2 k3. Conversely, 
and so k s k, . Similar proofs will establish that k2 6 k s k4, using the fact that 
(k+x*)(k-b)=2kp(x*)(#_(x*)+x*). 
(iv) e-an ranging (4.1) we SC thit 
k 
2k 
=,,,q+(x*)fi(x*)+ 
2k 
=Irc+b p(x*+)*+(x*+)+ 
2k 
1 -.+b p(x*+) ? 
Since x* C $+(x*4-), unless b = k3 = 0, we see ?hat k is a linear combination of 
oints x* c $+(x*+). ut k SG @+(x*+) sc Zk/(k+ b&(x*+)< 1. A similar 
(x”-) G 1. 
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We are now in a position to give the proof of Theorem 2. Given an integrable 
law p9 define k by (4.1) and let 
3 Tk: sup I&I 3 max(#+(B,), MB,)) 
SGt 
where Tk = inf{ t 3 0: lB,i = k} and where B is a Brownian motion started at b. On 
(B Tk = k,), (B,+Tk; t 3 0) is a Brownian motion started at k We claim that conditional 
On B, = k, B7 has law p’ given by 
2kfi(x)/k+b, XX*, 
To prove this we shall use Theorem 4. Clearly it is sufficient o prove that, conditional 
On B, = k, (6,; t>O) = (B(Tk+t)m- k; t 2 0) is a Brownian motion stopped at T’ = 
inf{t>O: J+(p); B,)~supsS, &} since then &, will have law b’ and, since y’ has 
mean k, B7 = B:+ k will have law cc’. Now since 1x*1< ++(x*) v &_(x*)~ k, by 
Lemma 5, it is clear that, conditioning on BTk = k, B,,,, 3 x* on t a Tk, so that 
sup (-B,)sks sup B,, 
S==?AT sstll7 
and 
&_(Bt)~~+(Bt) for Tks tsr, 
so we may conclude that, conditional on BTk = k, Bt is stopped at 
+f = inf 
I 
ta Tk: ++(B,)ssup B, . 
sst 
Thus we may say that, conditional on BTk = k, @ is a Brownian motion stopped at 
ta0: #+(&+k)ssup&+k . 
sst 
Now $+(p; x) = #+(p; x+ b) - b, where b is the mean of p, so that 
6+(/J; x) = ++(P’; x + k) - k 
= :+k tdp’(t)_k 
fi’(x+ k) 
I = 7Z+k t wj 
/3x+ k) 
-k forx+k>x* 
=#+(p;x+k)-k forx+k>x*. 
ilst, since 9+(x*) s k s @+(x*+), we see that 
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Thus, conditional on B, = k, & has law p’. Similarly, conditional on B, = 4, B, 
has law y ” given by 
P”(X) = 
2kp(x)!(k-b), xcx”, 
1 
9 X3X? 
and so 
k+b 
IIp(B,_,x>x”)=- 2k l;i’@) = fi(x), 
whilst 
k-b 
P(BTdx<x*)=- 2F fi’W= P(x), 
_ 
and, from Theorem 4, 
and (BtA,) is ui, since (BtIVT& and (B,,,T,) are ui. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 2 we need only observe that fi( 4+(h)) + 
p@_(A)) is decreasing and that k< ++(x*+) A e-(x*-) so &+(k)<x* and &(k)a 
x* so that 
P(b+(k))+~(~-(k))~~(x”)+Ic(x*)s 1. 
. Some concluding remarks 
1. Formula (4.1) for computing k is somewhat messy but in the case where b, the 
mean of ~1, is zero we may give a simpler expression for k: 
If b=O, then k=2jZ(m)$+(m)+(l-2p(m))m where m=m(p) is the 
median of p. 
From Lemma 3(iv), x* = m so, from @!.I), 
(k-m)k=2kfi(m)($+(m)-m) 
and, since k is positive, 
k=2fi(m)#,(m)+(l-2lji(m))m. 
2. If (S,; t 2 0) is a ui submartingale, then S is closed on the right i.e. S, + S- 
(a.~. and in L1) as t + 00 and so S, s E[ So0 IS,]. If we define Ut = lE[&,~.9,] then U 
is a ui martingale which dominates S. Thus 
(5.1) 
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The question which now arises is whether inequality (1.3) is an improvement om 
(5.1) in the case where S is non-negative. But this is clear from Theorem 2 since if 
we take a law p and T as in Theorem 2 such that B, has law I_C then IB,i is a positive, 
ui, submartingale and 
+prl~~) =min(l, P(++(A))+d#+(A))) = j%P+(p, A)) 
where fl is the law of IBJ. 
3. It was shown in Azema and Yor (1987b) that jr x[log x]+ dp < 00 implies that 
the maximal ui embedding of p gives S,E E’ where S, = sup, M, and A4 is the 
Azema-Yor embedding of p. A simple extension of this argument allows us to 
conclude the following theorem (sufficiency is proved in Doob (1953) and necessity 
follows from a resul+ in A. Baemstein II (1978)). 
Theorem 7. Suppose p is an arbitrary law; then the following are equivalent. 
(i) Ira 1x1 logO + 1x1) dp < 00. 
(ii) Every ui embedding of p in a Brownian motion is an HI-embedding. 
(iii) For all cadlag ui martingales M s. t. L( Mao) = cc, Mz is integrable. 
4. Perkins (1987) has produced a converse to Theorems 1 and 2. IIe gives a 
minimal embedding for p, i.e. an embedding which gives the stochastic minimum 
of MS’ and Mg’ and, indeed, of Mz. 
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